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This quick read explains produced water “containments” that can be approved under the 
2013 NM Pit Rule and the Produced Water Recycling Rule.  

 PRODUCED WATER recycling and storage

Containments in new mexico

For the entire NewsFlash, and to see how we can assist you, 
visit rthickconsult.com/newsflash

The first produced water recycling “containment” was 
designed and permitted by the Hicks-Pettigrew team as 
a “permanent pit” under the Pit Rule in early 2014.  The 
flaws in the Pit Rule that discouraged recycling of produ-
ced water were clearly identified during permitting this 
pit and resulting in the Recycling Provisions of Rule 34 in 
March 2015.

Approved under the Produced Water Recycling Rule 34  
• Storage units are called “containments” to avoid confusion with fresh water frac “ponds” and drilling “pits”
Containments are: 
• double-lined earthen impoundments (pit or pond) OR 
• large above ground steel structures with plastic liners that hold water 
• Containments meeting the specified mandates of the Rule do not require OCD approval before construction and use.  An operator 

submits a “registration” to OCD and it is considered “permitted-by-rule”.
• The Rule was not written for above ground steel containments require submission of a permit application to OCD.  
• Above-ground steel tanks (with steel bottoms) are not containments and do not require submission of paperwork to OCD – but sub-

mission of a “registration” for a produced water recycling facility that uses steel tanks is required.

• There are at least 31 containments in the Permian and the San Juan Basins – we permitted 12 of these
• At least six are on BLM-administered surface (we permitted four of these) and the remainder are on private or state land
• OCD has approved modifications to the design criteria of the Rule – we promoted most of these approved modifications
• A recent approved modification is the use of 40-mil HDPE as a secondary liner in lieu of the more expensive 30-mil LLDPEr for ear-

then impoundments
• To our knowledge, all earthen, lined containments were designed by a Professional Engineer
• above-grade, steel containments have been permitted where depth to groundwater is about 50-feet (a 20-foot deep earthen con-

tainment needs a depth to water of 70 feet to gain approval)
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